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Open Academic Forum

Greater Acade:rrii({OPJ.ortuiiity;
Opened To Students Next Year

.Scheduled For April 26

hY· JEFF RQTil

· An open academic forum will be sponsored by Alpha Sigma Nu, the
national Jesuit honomry fraternity, on Wednesday, April26, at 1:30
p.m. in Kelley Auditorium.
The administmtive members who will participate in the forum are:
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., Provost; Rev. Jeremiah O'Callaghan,
S.J., Academic Vice-President; Rev. John N. Felten, S.J., Dean of the
College ofArts and Sciences; and Dr. ThomasJ. Hailstones, Dean of the.
College ofBusinesa Administmtion.
Members of Alpha Sigma Nu will initiate the forum with inquiries
dealing with topics ofacademic interest to the Xavier community. Some
of the areas to be covered are: the pass/fail policy, the core curriculum,
black studies, the Philosophy-Theology requirements, the role of time-·
sharing, the n~ber of electives offered, evaluations, and
interdisciplinary courses.
.
· ·
After the initial question-and-answer period, there will be an
opportupity for members of the audience to direct any questions which
tlley might have to thepanelists.AllmembersoftheXaviercommunity
are invited to aUend.
.
·

those students who wish to pursue
a more in-depth study of calculus.
According to Rev. William G.
Topmoeller, S.J., Associate
·Professor of Theology, the
Theology Department' will_ offer
high mtensity sections to students
taking their initial two required
theology courses. These HIP
·Through this program, a few
Likewise, in the Mathematics sections will be in Revelation and
sections in multi-section courses Department, a section of Calculus Christ and Christian Life and
(Continu""ii:IOii/iiiiie-'7")'
will be offered for those students will be taught on an HIP basis for
who wish to be challenged and " t o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - do a little more than everybody
else." Accordingly, Murray
explained that in the History
Department there will be two HIP
sections of Western Civilization,
and the Philosophy Department
by MIKE MADGES
will offer a high intensity section
of Metaphysics, as well as a high
Mr. Roderick C. Shearer, Vice- ··-When que&iioned abOut"specific
inte~ity course in the History of
President for Student Affairs, aspects of next year's newspaper,
Abcient Philosophy.
·
announced Thursday, March 30, King emphasized four objectives
the selection of Mr. Dennis C. King which he intends to implement. He
as Editor-in-Chief of the Xauier maintained that many elements
News for next year. The official which compose the presentXauier
announcement of King's selection News will ·be retained, although
was made by Shearer upon the their production aspects will be·
receipt of King's statement of a altered, and cited Crumbs as an
general
editorial policy. The example. He further insisted that
.
apPointment ofKingresulted from the. newapaper wiiCoonBciously
"rlie results of \he reviews are to go the recommendations made to attempt to make the community
·to the chairman himself and his· Shearer by the Publications more aware of activities occurring
dean.
Committee, which interviewed in the city. He explained that this
-e Reactions to and reviews of five
applicants for the position. objective will be realized, in part,
the deans and the Academic Vice- Shearer, however, was responsible through weekly movie reviews and
President by full·time faculty for the final decision.
the addition of a c:Olumil which
members: The forms have been
In esplaining the purpose of ·will review the new record releases
dmwn up by· the Provost in a university newspaper, King throughout the year.
connection with the Faculty maintained, · in his general
King further mentioned the
Committee. The deans are to be statement of ~itorial policy,
evaluated as to decision-making that an effective ·newspaper appointment of a Religion Editor
ability, judgment, administmtive must serve as "a ll'eat force in as a major change in the
ability, flexibility, leadership, forming and developing the newspaper's operation. He
planning and organizing work, attitudes of students toward. explained that he expects both the
availability, personal fitness, issues of major concern to the Religion Editor and members of
ability to delegate, and community." When further the Campus Ministry to submit
dependability. The Academic. questioned on this statement, articles regarding contemporary
Vice-President is to be evaluated King affirmed that the theological themes. He concluded
as to academic guidance, 1\ewapaper must take a stand his remarks by stating that the
relationship with others in the on key issues even though the newspaper will al8o attempt to
academic sphere, service as opinion ellf.Pressed in the present more long-range spec~
chairman on the Commitee of newspaper doesn't always issues designed specifically to
Rank and Tenure, relationship to concur with the views of the analyze national trends, e.g.
officers other than deans, and majority of students. In this women's liberation, in the
budget administration. The regard, Kin1 cited the framework of the presentsituation
·
deadline for .returning the forms is lmportantresponsiblUty ofthe· atXBvier.
·
The
first
edition of the
April29~ Theresultsofthereviews editor-in chief to insure that
are to go to the ·respective the newspaper is an. newspaper under King's direction
administrators and the Provost.
accountable service to the is scheduled for next Wednesday,
Apri126.
rcontira.led on page 2J
students.

A number of new ideas have been conceived by
the faculty and administration which will be
implemented next semester for the sake of greater
academic opportunity for Xavier students. Thus, a
high intensity program will be reinstituted next
semester at Xavier, according to Dr. Robert J.
Murray, Chairman of the Classics:Department.

Dennis King Appointed
Editor For N-ext Year

Faculty/AdMinistrative- Reactio~s
And Revi"ews Planned For Spring
by JOHN BLANCHARD
After abortive student· evaluative programs.
attempts in put yean at . It i8 likely that in the future the
eetablishfnla aalform method review format will be made tighter
for evaluatin8 teachers, under · for greater uniformity of results.
the aetlle of ·the University Alao, iJi time, allowances may be
Senate it is now university made for some results to be
policy that professors, Communicated downward to the
department chairmen. deans, reviewer.
vice-presidents, and the
Outline of the review format for
Provost wll1 be formalJy the Spring, 1972, evaluations:
reviewed by their respective
e Reactions to and reviews of
subordinates (faculty by
all faculty by students: The forms
students, chairmen by faculty,
are to be dmwn up by each
ete.) The overall purpose of
these reviews is to improve job department. More than one form
may be used within a single
performance.
department. The deadline for
Because it is the first time for distribution of the fonns is the end
this program to be attempted, the ·of the semester. The results of the
Spring, 1972, reviews are of a very revieVM are to go to the respectiye
tlaible and aperimental nature. faculty member and his chairman._
Thoqh all profesaors will be
· e Reactions to and reviews of
rsviewed by their students, the
all
department chairmen by the
evaluating forms 1rill vary from
depart;Dient to department (in members of his department: The
to be dmwn up by the
some cases, posaibly varying fonns
chairman in conjunction with his
within a depa~t). Likewjae,
department. Uniformity in the
such particulars as how and when
forms is not dem'imded. The
the fonns will be distributed, and
deadline for distribution of the
who will tabulate the results, will
forms is the end of the semester.·.
be left up to the individual
professor.

are

~~;:.=:i~:EThe Physic81 Upkeep Of. The Campus

;:...=.."'?£::.:-~

FacultyCommittee;onthebasisof

reviewing the deans and the
Academic Vice-President have
already been made up and
distributed to all full-time faculty
members. The forms for the other
vice-presidents and the Provost
are still in the process of being
drawn up.
The direction of these reviews is
always upward through the
administrative hiemrchy; it is
assumed that evaluation
downward already takes place.
Responsibilities for the faculty
and chairmen reviews have been
assumed by the Academic VicePresident; responsibilities for the
administrative reviews have been
undertaken by the Provost. In the
fall, the Executive Committee of
the University Senate will
consider the results of these
reviews
and
make
recommendalions for future

E

•1 Th M
nta1 s
e aintenance Department
by TOM GUSH .

Although it is generally known that the Maintenance
Department at Xavier is responsible for the physical·
upkeep of the campus, the·operation of the Maintenance
Department is somewhat more complicated than this
general statement. The department itself is directly
under Mr. Charles J. Roeder, Superintendent ofGrounds
and Buildings, and also under the auspices ofMr. Thomas
J. Stadtmiller, Business Manager, and Mr. Irvin F.
Beumer, Vice-President of Business and Finance.
According to Roeder, their job
"is basically taking care of all the
buildings, all the boilers, and all
the air-conditioners." In order to
accomplish this task," there are
approximately 80 people employed
in the Maintenance Department.
This staff is broken down into two
basic categories. One group is
responsible for the mechanical
aspects of maintenance, which
includes plumbing, carpenter and

electrical work, and boiler-room
and filter service. This group is
under . the supervision of Mr.
Leonanl A. Keller, Assistant.
The second group, under the
direction of Mr. Harry Paul, is
comprised of the janitorilrl and
maid crews, as well as the ground
crew.
Roeder stated that there are 35
buildings which have their own
maintenance budget, as well as a

· general maintenance budget
which includes the employees'
salaries and several other items.
He commented that "everything
here that we do is on a budget
unless we have an emergency." He
mentioned that there is a lot of
work involved in making out the
budgets for each of individual
buildings since they have to know
what maintenance will be required 'in each of the buildirigs.
However, all the maintenance
work on campus is not done by
people directly employed by the
Maintenance Department. Two
outside companies are brought in
at night to take care of the
janitorial work in Alter and Hinkle
Halls. According to Roeder, this
arrangement was made several
(Continued on page 4)

Mr. Charles J. Roeder
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Graduation Fee Covers Costs For
Printing, Rental, Entertainment
Payment of the $25.00
graduation fee has elicited a
considerable amount of
grumbling from members of
this year's senior class. Mr.
Patrick J.. Nally, Dean of
Students, who is the
coordinator for the activities
of graduation week, was
contacted in an effort to
discover how this fee is spent
by the university.
Nally stated that he operates
with
a
budget
of
approximately $11,000 to
cover the university's costs for
graduation. Nally broke down
his expenditures under the
three general categories of
printing, rental, and
entertainment.
Nally is allotted approximately
$3000 to cover the printing
expenses for programs, diplomas,
and the several mailings to
graduates.
The rental fee, which exceeds
$4000, covers a multitude of rented
items and services, including a

by GARY TAPHORN
stage, organ, chairs, bunting,
flowers, an outdoor sound system
for the stadium, and the spraying
of the football field to help repel
insects. Thecostsforextracampus
security and the renting of busses
for special guests and dignitaries
are also included under this
heading.
Finally, Nally pointed out the
expenses for entertainment,
particularly the costs of two
receptions, one for faculty and one
for graduating seniors and their
parents. For each of these
receptions, the university must
pay the costs for both food and
labor.
In conclusion, Nally stated that
he was not able to compare the
revenue collected from the
graduation fee with the
university's expenditures in
staging a commencement.
Nevertheless, he did feel that the
"students are not getting gypped"
out of their money's worth for the
events of graduation.
Xavier will hold its
undergraduate commencement on

Saturday, June 3, at 4:00p.m. ~t
10:30 a.m. the same day there wdl
be a graduation mass in the
fieldhouse to be followed by a
reception for graduates in the
Armory. At noon there will be a
commtss10ning ceremony for
students who have completed their
R.O.T.C. training.

PSYCH
COUNSELING

Apartments
3646 Woodford

The Xavier Psychology Club
has initiated a counseling ser·
vice for all undergraduate
psychology majors. Senior
Psychology Club officers will
be available to answer any
questions about psychology
courses, applying to graduate
school, etc. Interested students
may drop in the Psychology
Club Office (Elet 115) thru
May 12 or sign up for times
on a list posted on the office
door.

EFF.- Sn~
1BR2BR ~

phone: 221-2787 .

•
•
•
•

101.
126.

All Utilities Included
Unfurnished
Equipped Kitchens
No Single Undergrads

Reactions/ Reviews
Planned For Spring
(Continued from pagl! 1)

e Reactions to and reviews of
the other vice-presidents and the
Provost by (tentatively) the deans,
the department chairmen, the
Faculty Committee, the other vicepresident&, and the members of
Student Senate: The fonns are to
be drawn up by the Provost in
connection with the Faculty
Committee. In some cases,
evaluation of a vice-president may
also involve his department (e.g.,
the Student Affairs staff). The
proposed deadline for the return of
the forms is May 15. The results of
the reviews are to be shared with
the vice-president and the Provost.

ACM
Presents
Lecturer
The Xavier Chapter of the As·
sociation for Computing Machin·'
ery will present a talk on Com·
puters in Pharmaceutical
Research by Mr. Tom Kernen, of
Merrell Company, on Wednes·
day, April 19, at 8:00 p.m. in the
Hearth Room.

Foreign Study
Why not study abroad this
summer? Or how about an
academic year in a foreign
country?
If you are considering any
type of foreign study, the new
Office of International Educa·
tion can help you. Located in
Room 311 of Hinckle Hall, the
purpose of the office is to
provide information on many
foreign study programs and to
assist students, both graduate
and undergraduate, in apply·
ing to these programs. In
addition, information can also
be provided to faculty mem·
hers and graduate students on
teaching abraod.
If international study and
travel interests you, consult
the bulletin board on the first
floor of the University Center
outside the cafeteria and/or
come to the office.
Hours are: Monday, Wed·
nesday, and Friday from 10:00
a.m. to noon; Tuesday and
Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to
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Mr. Ric-.ard J. ·Rolwi~g

Humanizing The De-Humanists
Mr. J. Kenneth Blackwell:
Your article "Are Whites Being
De-Humanized?" invites response
from the faculty. May I offer
some suggestions?
· Your basic categories, taken
from Hegel, Marx, Sorin, Fannon, and Cleaver are too limited.
Dividing all men into either oppressors or oppressed does not
cover the data. It takes power to
oppress, and no man is without
some power. Every man is capable of, to some extent, oppressing, exploiting, using, and dehumanizing others as well as
himself. All such behaviour is a
manifestation of hatred or a lack
of proper love for self and others.
You are not yet truly radicalized,
I suggest, until you admit that
such behaviour is ap absolutelyuniversal phenomenon more or
less present in all men, including
yourself.
Real radicalization looks for
and finds whites oppressing
other whites, blacks exploiting
other blacks, and even blacks using whites to dehumanize them.
Radical analysis fmds within
oneself the tendency to oppress
those beneath him with less

power, even while those above · ·oppressive. Executive refusal to
him with more power tend to op- enforce thoselaws is oppressive.
press him. Going down to the Traditional customs and irraroots finds every man to some ex- tional feelings are yet oppressive.
tent both oppresser and op- My entering the ring with you
pressed at the same time, unless here is to some extent oppressive
he has been immaculately con- because as white-black types we
ceived.
never had equal opportunities of
This does not intend to refute training for such a bout. But all
your unassailable charge that the these oppressions differ in degree
white majority in this country op- of injustice if not in kind. Opprespresses minorities, especially sion is not all of a piece.
Recent history then proves
blacks, but it does dilute it through
expanding it. But radicalization, progressive diminution of oppression by whites of blacks. A denial
you say, "means transcending
one's situation in order to critic- of this extraordinary difference
between slavery and now would
ally transform it to a more human
be a denial that the black people
experience." To judge by your of this nation have made greater
article, you too, and not just upward progress than any race
black students, are "too sub- or group of people in the history
of the world within a single cenmerged in the situation of (whitetury of time. This uniquelyblack) oppression to visualize
alienating yourself from the pres- phenomenal achievement cannot
be credited primarily to whites
scribed (by rhetoric purely sociolo- who promoted or permitted it. It
gical) mold of being" (conscious).
is a fact that makes ridiculous
any
so-called scientific testing
Oppression is a very elastic
that leaves blacks on a lower
term. Slavery .was oppression.
rung of the human scale in terms
The separate but (never) equal
of heredity, or in terms of flatpolicy and system was oppresheaded, a-historical, sociological
sion. Conditions prior to the pascomparisons.
sage of the civil rights laws were
Slavery was comparable to a
parent-child situation. Children
who make something of them·
selves do so usually because of,
and not in spite of, the parents
positively permitting and promoting it. So they deserve some
credit, too. This historical progress occurred with the help of the
white liberal in spite of the white
conservative. After all, it was
principally whites who fought a
bloody war which was ultimately
to eliminate slavery. Most legal
progress since has only been possible with the help of white liber- '
als. Contempt for the white liberal is adolescent ingratitude.
Not even your pity for the
white liberal is adequate to real·
ity. Pragmatically speaking,
QUALITY SINCE 1918
without the white liberal, you
might better fold up your tents.
The odds are nine to one against
you numberwise, and immeasu. rabley against you in terms of
technological power as it exists
in 20th century America.
Your names, your signs, a beautiful phrase
You know there is much black
captured in fourteen karat gold and
rhetoric around that categorizes
punctuated with diamonds, if you desire.
you, as a faculty member here, a~

a

A New Concept in
Wedding Rings.

Allow two weeks
for delivery
Price .... $85.

Your symbol of lives joined in

language~

no more than an Uncle Tom. I believe you can demur. Likewise,
the white liberal faculty member
here could demur regarding your
· charge that he cannot become a
"change agent" because of his
"fear to break conformity or to realize that the status quo is oppressive." A white liberal can be
quite racial, much more radical
than you, favoring a "process of
sweeping changes in the fundamental institutions of this country which have created a (somewhat unjust) class and caste
system that has perpetuated cultural debasement, political impotency, spiritual and physical
death for black (and other)
people."
Obviously then, your critics,
you, and the white liberal differ,
even if united in being radical.
The difference is possible because
of the distinction between theoretical and practical reason.
Radical action is not necessarily identical with hostile action, abrasive action, military action, bloody action, illegal action,
political action, socially-organized action, big-mouth action, or
just any cathartic action whatso~.
ever that gets it off your chest regardless of whether it is counterproductive or not. Radical action
might quite justifiably take any
one of those forms, as well as others less theatrical and dramatic.
Further, any fonn of radical ac.tion can be quite impure, even if
objectively justified, and manifest attitudes of hate, aggression,
the will to power, self-righteousness, impatience, immaturity, neurosis, authority hangups,
greed, envy, and intolerance for
human frailty. It can be that
white liberals engage in more
modest forms of ·radical action
precisely because they are radical
enough to be profoundly self-critical too.
You feel black students are
lethargic in comparison to your
concern. Actually, no one is apathetic in general. Man is an infinite passion. When the convertmaker's push becomes a shove he
usually discovers a great deal of
passion in the response, indicating that the responder has
his dynamism programmed and
functioning full speed ahead in

another direction, on a different
track.
This should provoke a question
in the convert-maker. Is his own
track the only possibly morally
conscientious one? Has he taken
everything into consideration?
Do equally enlightened consciences and characters of integrity have any room for acting differently in
their different
situations? Is my track the one
great and narrow pathway to liberation, the edge of the sword
which Buddhists say every man
must tiptoe along .in order to
reach the other side of this
present human condition? If
many black students do not sing
"Amen" to your lectures and
writings or join your momentum's form and direction, is it
completely justifiable to call their
consciousness "colored?"
I grant, however, rhetoric permits some license with science
and ethics, and also that "coloreds" do exist.
Quite possibly many black students are trying extra hard to
learn and acquire the language
and mechanical skills necessaey
to compete · in a technological,
society with the "natives." While
I may give them extra help outside class if they seek it, I also
put extra pressure on them
within the course to acquire competency comparable to the "natives."
They do not have to abandon
anything they call their own culture'; they just have to learn another one also. The tests I may
give are probably not utterly different in kind from the Scholastic
Aptitude test, but then I do not
consider failure of my tests proof
of stupidity. Too many friends of
mine who could never pass my
tests are a lot wiser, more gifted,
skilled, clever, and richer than I
am.
Nevertheless, anyone who
wants to compete with those who
can pass my tests, because he
wants to compete in
special
field with those who have proven
their competence (not character)
in my field of technological activity, must. Maybe most, and the
most valuable, learning is not a
school, verbal, or mechanical

a

(Continued on page 5)

I'd like to buy the world a

··.:::::·::·::::::::::::: .. "On a hill top in Italy we assEjmbled
young people from all over the world
to bring you this message from the
Coca-Cola Bottlers all over the world.
It's the real thing. Coke"

of love . . .

Yotir names or a phrase is available in English, French
or Spanish. You may specify significant symbols. to be
included in the design; or you· may add diamonds.

Phone 621-9000.

SALESROOM AT OUR FACTORY
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Editorial

Maintenance- Subiect To Questioning

I•

••
for the past two years. Regina Foley, Director !

The job which the MaintA!nance Department
perfonns is, for the most part, described ~ of the Kuhlman-Husman complex, feels that :
good. or adequatA! by members of. the students can take care of the upkeep of thier •
administration. But, as Mr. David Tom, own rooms. We agree with that sentiment- :
Director of Housing, pointed out, the opinion thus we urge a trial period of self-cieaning in :
that the Maintenance Department does an the donnitories. If upon evaluation, this:
adequatA! job does not mean Utat there is no procedure is found to be unsatisfactory, then:.
room for improvement.
say that it will not work; but not before it is
In these times of economic strain for tried.
the university, we feelthatitisnecessary
Mr. Charles J. Roeder, Superintendent of
to strive to provide the best service, Grounds and Buildings, stated that his
where it is needed, at least possible cost. department was '~down to the point that
The Maintenance Department is efficient everybody has a specified amount of work to do
insofar as they do those things which and, when one guy is missing, (the work)
they.·are supposed to do. But we believe sometimes doesn't get done." If the janitorial
'that· there is a lack of financial crews have their work so programmed that it
responsibility in this department. Some does require most of their time, why is it that.
of the services which they still render are the night crew can ·periodically be found
out-dated, while other services . lack asleep? Is this one of their specified duties? •
proper supervision. In view of the fact This points to either an obvious lack of proper :
that the Board of Trustees recently supervision,or,ifthenightcrewstillmanages:
retumed the proposed budget for the to fmish all their assigned work (with a:
1972-73 financial year to the Budget lengthy rest period included), there are :
Committee, citing that the proposed obviously more people employed than·:
budget would still result in a deficit of necessary. WesuggestthatRoederobservehis •
over $200,000, the aforementioned night crew in action- or more appropriately, :
circumstances are unjustifiable.
inaction. He might be surprised by what he :
We suggest that the Maintenance observes- or, if he already knows what goes :
Department initiatA! channels providing for: on, we_~sk why he hasn't ALREADY DONE·:
e evaluation, especially by membersofthe SOMETHING TO REMEDY THE :
university community, of the services which SITUATION SINCE IT HAS BEEN GOING :
the MaintA!nance Department provides; and ON FO~ SE~RAL YEARS?
.
:
The
Maintenance
Department,
with
:
.
.
f
h
~ more enforced superVISion
t e one of the largest overall budgets on :
ma.mtenance staff.
.
. : · campus, is for the physical upkeep of the •
Th1s ~oul~ hopefully result m a more effiCient . university. But it increases, not lessens, .:
its responsibility to properly regulate :
organ1Z8tion.
Evaluation is needed to provide only those both the services which it provides and :
services which are needed by the community. the staffwhich.it employs. Since the rest :
The maid service in the donnitories is a prime of the university is being asked to adjust :
example of a . service which is no longer to the tune of financial difficulties, these •
:
considered necessary by numerous members of lapses are subject to questioning.
-TJG :
the community. There has been talk of
reducing the maid service in the donnitories
·
:
~

~

The Physical Upkeep Of The Campus.
Entails The Maintenance Department

~

years ago because there was a lack
of manpower at the time and they
were "having a hard time getting
(competent) people to work at
night." Roeder noted that the cost
for the outside companies is
comparable to what it would cost
to do the work with their own
employees,
if all
the
administrative work, the benefits,
and the paper work is taken into
consideration.
In some cases, Roeder
mentioned that there is a need to
bring in "more qualified people."
Several instances which he cited,
which involve the services of more
qualified people, are major
.electrical problems, servicing forthe air~onditioners, and blacktopping of the lots and driveways.
Roeder commented that these
special job require . outside
supervision as well, while the
Maintenance
Department
supervises all its own employees.
According to Roeder, his
department is "down to the point
that everybody has a specified
amount of work to do and; when·
one guy is missing, it (the work)
sometimes doesn't get done."
Mr. Raymond Guye, Assistant
Dean for Co-Curricular Activities,
stated that they are presently
working on maintenance in the
University Center. Guye pointed
out that most of the upkeep in the
University Center is now done on
an "as-needed" basis. Guye feels
that they have had enough time
since the University Center has

been built for a proper evaluation
of what has to be done and how
often it sh9uld be done. Thus, GuYe
is working to establish a basic
timetable for the maintenance
work which is required in the
University Center beside the as- ·
needed qualification.
One of the major areas of
complaint among the students
concerning the Maintenance
Department involves the
donnitories. The donnitories are
serviced .internally by a crew of
maids and a . janitorial staff.
According. to Paul, the duties of the ·
maids are to clean the floors,
empty the trash cans, and to dust. ·
the window sills. Paul stated that
"one of the biggest problems that
confronts my force is the
availability of the rooms to be
cleaned."
·
·
Many student. feel that the
maid service in the
dormitories is · no lon1er
needed. At present, there is ·
discussion 1cdn1 on amoq the·
administration con~r..iqthe
possibility of elimtnatiq the
maid ·service in · the
dormitories. Accordinl to
Paul, this has been developinl
over the past two years. He
added that "it's being given
consideration - we're not
saying no, it may work."
Roeder commented that •'the
rooms, in general, are in better
shape with the maids than if
we had none," basing this
conclusion on his past
experience at other places •
• '• ·.,•
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The Right Direction ·.
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(Continued from page 1)

Mr. David A. Tom, Director of
Housing, stated that it
is
necessary to "maintain sanitary
living conditions" in the
donnitories. He saw three ways in
which improvements could be
made in the maintenance in the
donnitories. He summarized these
as follows:
• re-evaluation qf the maid
service;
e closer working with the
maintenance crew so that it isn't
necessary to go through the
Director of Housing to get
something done; and
e closer supervision of the
remain~g people.
Ms. Relfna Foley, Director
of the Kuhlman-Husman
Compte:~:, also feels that the
maid service is not n8eded
since student. are capable of
cleanini their own rooms.
Moreover, she feels that they ·
should divide the Janitorial
staff into several shiRe in
order to provide for the
mainteance · of the major
public areas of the dormitories
on weekends. She cited the
problem, which she has
encountered, to be the lack. of
control by the residence hall
staff over . the maintenance
crew in the dormitories. She
noted that this problem could
be alleviated by placing the
maintenance
in
the
dormitories under the direct
control of the hall director.

Editor:
In your last isaue, you reported the findings of the Task
Force on the General Fee. Whilethisreportissubstantially .
correct, there are some unfortunate emphases, particularly
with respect to the recommendation on the General Fee
and intercollegiate athletics. We, as memben of the Task
. Force, thought it might be wise to clarify our statement.
The statement on the use of General Fee funds by
intercollegiate athletics was the result oflong discussion.
Generally, as the newspaper pointed out, we felt that ariy
activity receiving student monies should have some
organized channels for student input. We felt that
presently,· intercollegiate athletics does not, as an area,
have such channels. However, we did not wish to
recommend the removal of funding from this area.
We feel, as do most of the Xavier populace, that a very
useful purpose is served by these programs. Hence, we
recommended that channels be established to provide for
the necessary student input. We did not wish to
recommend the immediate removal ofstudentfunding. We
did not set the end of the summer as a deadline for the
implementation of these channels. Rather, we stated that
the status quo should prevail, allowing the Athletic
Department time to implement new structures-to provide
for student input. We recommended that some sort of
strategy be developed by the end of summer implementation may take somewhat longer.
The purpose of our recommendation, then, and its spirit,
was to furnish a strong indication to the Athletic
Department that the Task Force felt more student input
was needed, and to furnish a definite impetus for
implementing the necessary changes. We are confident
that the Athletic Department will respond positively. Only
if there should be no response would the Task Force
recommendation be to end funding from General Fee
sources.
We hope that this serves, at least in part, to clarify our
original statement.
TASK FORCE ON THE GENERAL FEE
Mr. Patrick J. Nally
Mr. F. Michael Perko, S.J.
Mr. Michael Madges
Mr. Thomas Zeno

° ·

.......................... ............•••............. ............

Clarification

Editor:
The report of the Task Force· on the General Fee
concerning athletic funding (Xavier News; April12, 1972)
is certainly a step in the right direction. However, the Task
Force should have rl!l)ommended an unconditional
withdrawal ofGener!ll Fee funds from the athletic budget.
An unconditional withdrawal of funds is certainly
justifiable insofar as the Athletic Department at Xavier
has consistently demonstrated its bankruptcy. If, by
chance, the c~mditions of the Task Force are met by the
Athletic Deparlment, the following action should be taken.
The Task Force should detennine what amount of money
from each student's $75 fee would go to the athletic budget.
Each student should then have the option of accepting or
rejecting the assessment of that amount. In this way a
student need not support a program which- ·has
systematically bled the university of much-needed funds.
Gerard Wagner
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Humanizing The De-Humanists

STUDENT
LOANS
NO INTEREST AND NO
REPAYMENTS UNTIL
AFTER GRADUA:riON. ·

WEARE NOTA
LOAN .COMPANY
CALL 821·7739

Thel972

(Continued (rom page 3)
aion. It is not neceBBary to re- authority, law, competence, moi-move extemal oppreuion before ality, decency, civilization, who
oppreued people can transcend it are not ceasing to hustle other
and liberate themselves from blacks 88 well aa whites, who are
(conacious) submergence within· full of deapaif, bittemeas, envy,
it (from aelf-oppreaaion). You re- self-pity, racist hatred, and fear·
buke black college students who ridden chUdiah clanniahneu?
appear to you to have not done
Do you mean to appear aa if
so. But surely they are probably you believe any and all negativthe cream of the crop in some im· ity toward blacks on the part of
portant ways.
·· whites is mindleu racism with·
Would you become even more out any sociological foundations,
radical? Do you just 88 loudly, without any verifying exand even more loudly, rebuke periences, without any reason
blacks who are not trying college, whatsoever? Can you see beyond
who are not trying in · high racism to admit that while there
school, who are not in any way is racism there is often much
serious about grade school, who more than racism present? Are
· are not trying working where all the sins of the black man
pouible, who are not respecting really sins of the white man, so
that if they changed places we
would have paradise? Do men do
wrong only because they have
been wronged? If so, how could
this proceu begin? How could it
ever stop?
I am asking radical questions.
If it is possible for an individ·
MODERN
ual to liberate himself, to open up
LANGUAGES
his own consciousness to the
truth about himself and his situ·
ation, critically and creatively, it
French - 6 hrs.
is also pouible for him to be his
own oppreuor also, close himself
to the reality of his psychic behaviour and his social possi·
German - 6 hrs.
bnities, and react only nega. iively; -desparinglyi-ancr·-·aes:tructively. AD adult can ·seSpanish - 6 hrs.
-cretly suck his thumb. I know.
Self-pity can be such sweet
pathos and such grandioseCALL
tragedy. Despair- can be quite
flamboyant.
DEAN WESTER
Are you aware that pauionate
rhetoric about mostly extemal
oppression, however real, tends
961-.JL770
to blind the oppressed to the fact
that they may also be interiorly
oppreuing themselves? I think_
$46 PER
you are, in criticizing black stuCREDIT HOUR
dents rather than only voicing
their criticism of this society. But
I suggest your awareneu could
Air_ Conditioned
become radicalized, and that
Class Rooms· ·
there are more of those, other
than your closest followers, who
need to be criticized by you. For
the removal of all extemal oppression will not liberate one who
is self-oppressed. It will only give
them the power white oppressors
have, to manifest their self-op. preuion also in oppressing others ..
Finally, if "any institution that
a society produces is, by its definition, a tool of that society to
perpetuafi! that being," and you
imply it is only that, what is going on here? Why is the radi-

commodity. But some leaming is,
and a technological society can·
not function with incompetent
technologiata, whatever be their
fundamental or acquired in·
telligence, widaom, gifts, or culture.
You believe that you yourself
have transcended nigger con·
sciousness,. colored
consciousneu, Negro conaciousness;
and have become radicalized at a
liberated black consciousness, in
spite of the pressures oppressively conserving the status quo,
and before our society or institutions have refonned. It is
possible, I agree. In fact, I would
insist an individual can transcend any situation of oppres·

Cincinnati
May Music

EDG_ECLIFF
SUM,MER SCHOOL

Festival_

Julius Rudel
. Musle Director
SPECIAL PERFORMANCE
BY POPULAR DEMAND

•
•
•

SUNDAY- MAY 21st.
3:00 p.m•.MUSIC HALL

Maurice Peress, Co-.duetor
Word Baker, Director
.Performed for the first time
anywhere since its World
Premiere at the JFK Center.
SUNDAY MATINEE PRICES
Orchestra 8.00/6.00/4.00
Box Seat 8.00
Dress Circle 8.00/6.60
Gallery 4.60/3.60

Mail orders accepted now
and filled in order of receipt. Please include self-addressed, stamped envelope.
BOX OFFICE OPEN
MONDAY, APRIL 24
Community Ticket Office,
29 West 4th St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 46202
Phone: 241-1038

JOIN TH& ·

~aWt:

.
~~t,atJo~
•

· calized conaciouaneu trying to
bring about a sweeping proceee
of change in the institutions of
this society? What are you doing
at Xavier?
Your definition of iutitution
makes it impoBBible to change before changing society fil'llt. You
should be outside institutions try·
ing to change the conaciousneas
of society, or of individuals, what
Jesus called "hearts." In·
stitutione by definition are fixed,
unalterable symptoms. But obviously your lectures and writings reveal that you, and so Xavier, too, are doing more than
preserving the status quo. Maybe
never enough, but who does?
Most of us fan to do enough to
even preserve what ie good in the
status quo.
What do you radicalize first,
society or ita institutions? What
oppression do you attack first,
self-oppreuion or extemal oppreuion? How is it poseible for
an individual to liberate himself
before society and its institution&
do so? How is it possible for a·
society to voluntarily cease its oppreseiveneu, which rhetoric by
itself alone calls for? How is it
pouible to be a white radicalized
liberal? In a conservative oppre•
sive eociety?
You have not asked the radical
questions. There muet be something somewhere within individ·
uala, but beyond them. There
must be something eomewhere
between society and ita in·
stitutions, and also beyond them.
There must be eomething here
that opens them up and leaves
room for movement beyond fix.
ation, and provides grounds for
hope and possibnities of change
for the better.
We may leave this myeterioua
something unnamed and unex·
plained without neceBBarily
abandoning it, although such silence tends to make us oblivious
of it in our conaciousness. Such
oblivion is not, however, a characteristic of really radicalized
consciousness. Since my profession consists in looking for, and
if not finding, inventing names
for things, I like trying.
There is a name for this mysterious something provided already in our culture, provided because oblivion of this mystery
tends to be pennanent. Christians point to this mystery in the
midst of dehumanized humanity,
always opening up the promise of
humanization, whenever they refer· to the gracious gift of God's
self-communication to otherwise
oblivious men in the foim of both
concrete flesh (Jesus) and transcendent-~the. Holy) spirit absolutely accepted by Jesus, unlosably accepted by Hi8-Church~-&n4·
· always avaUable, and offered to
all men in every moment of their
conscious human awareness.
· By· thiS~- cllri&tian& ·~erir~t.tie
abeolutely radical ground ofbeing,
life, movement, consciousneu,
change, hope .and ultimate Iibera·
tion, a conscioumesaes and hu·
-man situations, the ultimate
promise of the Abeolute Future.

Classified

Ads
'nie

Xouwr-

Niw.---.ur-n.n

cluaified ada at a cost of 10¢ per
word with a minimum charge of
$1.50. All ada must be typed and
presented, with payment, at the
New• Office in the Univenity
Center. The Xavier New• reeervea
the right to refuse any ad.
SUMMER WORK - I need
three sharp men in my stereo and
sewing machine busineu. Call
Mr. Jacobus 961-6441. - - · ' · · · · · ',

~I
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These three young men just made the
discovery of a lifetime.The oldest is34.
Remember when a young man could get ahead in business simply by growing old? It was a good system for
those with a little talent and a lot of patience, but ~oday's
technology moves too fast to wait for seniority.
At Kodak, our extensive involvement in basic. research
has made the need for fresh, young thinking more press·
ing than ever. So we hire the best new talent we possibly·
can. Then we do both of us a favor by turning them loose
on real problems, and giving them the freedom and responsibility they need to solve them.
That's how three Kodak scientists in their early thirties just made a breakthrough in liquid lasers, developing an organic dye laser with a continuous beam. Their ..

discovery means more than just a new kind of laser. It
means a whole range of new laser applications, in fields
from medicine to communications.
· It was the kind of discovery most men work a lifetime
for. Yet these young men still have most of their lifetimes ahead of them.
Why do we give young men so much freedom and responsibility? Because it's good business, and we're in
busiiiess to make a profit. But in furthering our own business interests, we also further society's interests. And
that's good.
'
After all, our business depends on society. So we care
·
what happens to it. ·

More than a business.
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Crumbs •••

TROUBLE WRITING?

WILLIS SIMMONS
TYPING SERVICE
2722 Glendora Ave. 281-715E
'
Typing Student Papers,_
Author MS.

Our congratulations to Dr.
The Allman Brothers Band will
Exercise program lead by
Emest Fontana and his wife, appear at Xavier's fieldhouse for
professional writers can
. Nelida, who have been appointed one show only at 8:30 p.m.· on
help you.
Danforth Associates. Their Sunday, April 23. Travel ·comCall
By
Appointment
Only
•.
.
. ..
...
. ..
selection into the Danforth mitments have forced the change
Call 721-8198.
Program is not only an honor both in plans of the originally-anfor themselves and the entire nounced two·show appearance.
university but also affords them Tickets are now on sale at the
certain financial stipends for the Community Ticket Office, 29
purchase of educational materials West 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
odor the initiation of educational
• • • •
projects. Fontana and his wife join
Dr. and Ms. Gendreau and Dr. and . The College of Mount St. Joseph
Ms. Fortin as members of the · Theatre Division will present its
program which aims to promote . final production of the year,
good teaching and encourage Romeo Muller's The Great Git-.
human values in the educational Away, from April21·26 at8:00 p.m.
process.
in the campus Laboratory
Theatre. The Experimental
••••
Theatre Laboratory class is
When questioned about his staging the play. Tickets will cost
liquor preference in respect to an $.75 for students and $1.50 for
upcoming party, Mr. Raymond others, and may be reserved by
GUYe, Assistant Dean for Co· calling 244-4221.
Curricular Activities, etc.,
• •
requested whether it is permissible
Two
peaceful
mass
to check all eight altemativea,
BE AS CHOOSEY ABOUT DIAMONDS
realizing that the exclusion of any demonstrations forendingthewar
preference could do nothing but. in Vietnam are scheduled for
AS. YOU WERE ABOUT MEN
diminish the party's potential.
Saturday, April 22, in New York
and Los Angeles.
•
You didn't pick the first guy. So don't pick the
Peter Yarrow will make his
first diamond you see. We have a srand,
first solo concert hall appearance
Ferdinand Roten Galleries, Inc.,
diversified selection of diamond rfn&s. All
at Taft Auditorium on Saturday, is sponsoring an exhibition and
shapes, all sizes, many different deaipa. So take
April22, at 8:30p.m. Lazarus will sale of original graphic art
appear with him. Tickets can be Wednesday and Thursday, April
your time before you make your choice.
purchased at the Communiey · 19 and 20, from 11:00 a.m. to 7:00
And find a diamond as marvelonua as your man.
. Ticket.Office, 2~. West 4th Street, p.m., in the University Center
Lobby.
Cincinnati, OhiO.
·~

'
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·- Jethro Tull: Britishiock group,
will appear in concert at
Cincinnati Gardens on Tuesday,
May 9, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are
priced . at $4.5o in advance and
$5.50 the day of the show, all seats
are reserved. Tickets are now on
sale at the Cincinnati Gardens, at
all Ticketron outlets in all Shillito
stores, and at the Community
Ticket Office,.29 West.4th Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio•

• •••

The Nikon School of
Photography will· offer two
complete sessions on April 21-22
and April23-24 at the Holiday Inn
at 8th and Linn Streets. There will
be a $20 registration fee for the
course, in which various aspects of
photography will be coveied. More
information can be obtained from
local Nikon dealers.

••••

The Student's Intentational
Meditation Society will sponsor
No, Jethro Tull does not live in two lectures on transcendental
the fieldhouse.
meditation in the Logan Hall
Cash Room on Wednesday, April
•
19. The first lecture will begin at
12:30 p.m. and the second at 7:30
p.m.' Tr&pacendental meditation
i8 a natural mental exercise
Sure. Now there's no question about it. Because now malt liquor has a good
which can be practiced anywhere. Those who practice this
name. BUDWEISER. BUDWEISER Malt Liquor ii 1009li·malt, malt liquor (no
technique iay that they enjoy a
other &rains are added). This makes BUDWEISER the first malt liquor
higher level of mental energy and
that really is ••• malt liquor.
alertness.

o,;. ,....._,

• • • •

•••

Would you share malt liquor with a friend?

••••

It seems that the water warfare
last Thursday night(April13) had
a deeper significance than was
realized by most of ·the
combatants. Last Thursday
represented the beginning of the
ThaiNewYearanditiscustomary
in Thailand, according to Ms.
Chantana Charungavat, a Thai
student at Xavier, for the 'people to
participate in a water festival of
sorts on the first day of the New
Year celebration. In accordance
with such .custom, Chantana
subsequently poured water over·
the hands of Mr. Patrick J. Nally,
Dean of Students, explaining that
it was traditional to pay such
respect to a man of authority and
integrity.

•••••
Pete · Corrigan, student ·
representative on Academic
Council, has informed us that a
proposal is pending in the Council
tD abolish the 1:30 p.m. period on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
as a special time slot tD conduct
meetinge, sponsor convocations,
and conduct general univeraiey
busineu. At present Corrigan
wishes tD ascertain student
reaction to this idea. Therefore,
any comments conceming this
proposal should be forwarded to ·
Corrigan either by contacting him
personnally or by leaving a note
expressing your views at
Corrigan's room (Kuhlman 425).

•••••

By p(;pular demand, School for
Wives, the opening production of
the 1972 Playhouse in the Park
season, has been extended to
Sunday, April23, from the original
closing date of April 16. This
comedy by the French playwright
Moliere is being presented by the
Trinity Square Repertory
Company of Providence, Rhode
Island. Those interested should
call the Cincinnati Playhouse at
421-3888 for reservations.

•••••
Proft!8110r Richard C. Wade,
from the City University of New

York, will apeak at Xavier on Friday, April 21, at 1:30 p.m. FoJ:'o ·
merly a campaign advisor to
President John F. Kennedy and
SenatDr Robert F. Kennedy, he is
now an advisor to Senator
Geoqre McGovem and coordinator of the Senator's primary campaign in NewY~rkState.

Greater Academic Opportunity
Opened To Students Next Year
(Continued from page 1)

~-·~\._,._..,

_____________

Celebration.
Moreover, the English and noted, all ofthe.Hi:P collrses have
Classics Departments will be been scheduled so that there will
involved in thereinstitution of the be no conflicts between them.
high intensity program. In both Moreover, Murray is confident
departments, courses formerly· tltat they will be policed in such a
have been offered which were way that only students wishing to
geared for majors of these study in more depth will be.
departments, but were open to permitted intD the courses. He
other interested students as welL notedthatthelackofsuchpolicing
According to Murray, this policy has been the cause of the limited
will be"lnstitutionalized" through success of fonner HIP courses.
the high intensity program. Thus,
Murray emphasized .. that the
the more difficult English courses, program offered next semester is
offered to freshmen and only a first step, and that. the high
sophomore students and oriented intensity program will. be
toward majors, as well as all expanded in the future if it is
courses fonnerly designated '"For successful next year.
HAB students or with permission
Also next semester, for the first
of Classics Chainnan" will now timeinXavier'shistory,afmearts
·become HIP courses.
course will be ~ffered for students
Murray explained further that who wish toactuallyparticipatein
these HIPcourses will be restricted artistic endeavors. According to
to those student~! who received Mr. McNesky, a member of the
pennission from thechainnan or a Fine Arts faculty, this course will
representative of the chairman in deal with the lost wax-bronze
the departmeht of the class being casting process of the ancient
taught. Thus, the criterion of the Greeks.
It will. be taught on Tuesday
·students who may take HIP
courses will be determined within afternoons from 1:00-4:00 p.m. in
an off-campus studio to a
each particular department.
The only difficulties . which maximum of ten students; it may
Murray
foresees
are be offered on Thursdays as well, if
administative, and he said that a sufficient number of students
th.ese problems _will not be toe:> reques~ the additional section,,
•·.•.difficuli· .·to·.·~We. -A heady,·· ·he- - accrudmg ·!o·Mcl<eok.v. ·• • • • ·• • ·• ·• ··' }

'j __
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Baseball Team. Downs. Thomas MoreTo Increase Season Re'cord To 3-5
by PAT GORDON
The Musketeers boosted their
record to 3-5 as they defeated
the Rebels of Thomas More Col·
lege in Xavier's home opener on
April 13 by a score of 5-l. Don
Schwegman (0.0) got the call to
start the first home game. Sch·
wegman pitched five innings,
giying up one run, seven hits, and
one walk while 'striking out four.
He was relieved in the sixth inn·
ing by Mike Bolger ~0-1), who
didn't allow the Rebels any ·hits
as he shut them out the rest of
the way.

accounted for a lot of pick-offs
that caught the Rebels sleeping.
on base, and even the always
dan~erous squeeze play was
executed to perfection by Mike
Bolger.

Afte~thedisappointingVirginia
_trip (2-4 overall), the Musketeers
retUrned home on April10 to face
another setback, this time at the
hands of the Wildcats of the University of Kentucky by a score of
4-3. A sixth-inn~g pitching let·
down !>~ reliever and loser Jim
Connor, who gave up two earned
runs with two hits and one walk,
was all the Wildcats needed to
ice the game. The Musketeers,
however, could only muster six
· hits in the entire game and, al·
though there were numerous
opportunities to score, the Mus·
kies eo~;~ld not capitalize on. the
opportunities.

Thomas More's only run came
in the third inning. With two
men on base, first-baseman Joe
Holmes hit a single, scoring
Jerry Cook from second. How·
ever, it wasn't until the sixth
- ·inning that the Muskies' bats
started singing to contest the
one-run advantage of the Rebels.
The killer instinct was very Xavier
present in the batting of the University
Muskies in their win against the
Rebels; and· Coach Wolff con· Jostworth/2b
gratulated the players in the Dempsey/as
locker room after their season Knetlin/cf
opener perfonnance citing this Streitmarter/1b
Cagney/rf
as one of the reasons for the vic- Oberhelman/lf ·
tory. The Musketeers did almost . Lipps/c
everything expected of them and Huwer/3b
· did it well. They stole bases, they Schwegman/P
sacrificed when they were called Geraty/ph
on to do so, nq errors were com· Bolger/p
mitted · at all, perfect throws,
TOTALSespecially by catcher Larry Lipps,

AB R
3 1
2 0
3 0
4 1
4 1
4 1
4 1
3 0
1 0
1 0
2 0
31 5

Exciting Keepsake stylesfrom classically simple to in·
tricate!y carved. Each with a
flawless center diamond.

Xavier swings· its way to a 5-1 victory in the home opener
against Thomas More College last Thursday.
Thomas More
College
AB R HRBI
Livingston/2b
4 0 1 0
Cook/rf
3 1 2 0
Tombragel!c
4 0 2 0
Holmes/lb
2 0 1 1
Geraci/p·lf
4 0 0 0
Sander, Greg/3b
3 0 0 0
Beck!BS
3 0 0 0
4 ·o l 0
Sander, Gary/cf
Dusing/rf
3 0 0 0
Otte/p
0 0 0 0
Path/ph
0 0 0 0
Leubbee/p
1 0 0 0
Lipton/ph
1 0 0 0
TOTALS
31 1 7 1

HRBI
1 1
0 0
1 1
1 0
2 1
1 0
2 1
0
0

0

0
0
1
5

0
0
8

---

---

Tennis Team Makes· It
18 Victories In A Row

Tbo-llore IP

R H ER BB 80

Geraci (L)

6-2/3
2
1/3

3
2
0

5
3
0

3
2
0

3
0
0

5
0
0

5

1
0
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Play-By-Play
Action
All the play-by-play action
of Xavier Baseball
he
heard on WV.XU-FM, the
Voice ofXavier University.-The
next two games to be broad·
cast are with the University_
of Kentucky on Thursday,
April 20, at 3:30 p.m., and
with Northern Kentucky State
University on Friday, April2t,'
at 3:30 p.m. To hear Xavier
sports· action both at home
and a\tay, tune in WV.XU-FM,
91.7 on your FM dial.
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aTUDIIIT CHARCII
ACCOUIIT8 IIIVITID
710 IWIFTON .HOPPING

CENTER. CINCINNATI. OHIO
731-1100
WlatERN.HILLS PLAZA
111~1111

·ltll AND MONMOUTH.
NIWPORT. KINTucKY

. 181-4113
GENIROU8 IUCOUNTS TO
ALL xAVIER aTUDINTS AND
· FACU~'" MI-ER8
.

Xavier's Tennis Team recently Roanoke College. Everyone won
returned from the Centre College their singles games with the
Invitational Tournament with
another win to extend their streak exception of Bill Mooney, who
to 18 straight victories. Coach Jim faced determined opposition in the
Brockoff has a strong baSe first singles· match .. The trio of
Booklets concerning Greek
consisting of four of his first six doubles were swept by Xavier. The Week activities between May 8 and
players from last year. Last year 17th victory came when rain . May 12 were published this week.
asafreshmanRobbieThomaswas halted the contests with the Registration for teams and signXavier's ·number-one player. Muskieracketswingers on top 5-l; ups for individual events will be
Robbie is undefeated in the second The 18th victory· was acquired held from April 24 through April . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
singles spot in five matches so far despite the fact that Thomas did 28 across from the Grill. Team
not participate because of a registration for both commuters
this year.
Three area high schools have . twisted ankle. The fmalscore was and donn student$ will be limited
provided the team with singles . Xavier 6 and Marysville 3 in the to 25-member teams for men and
players. From St. Xavier High · only game of the Centre 15-member teams for women. All
School comes Ed Jacques- who is,. Invitational Tournament which donn students registering with a
according to Brockoff, the team •s . was not rained ?ut. The team takes . team must be frOm the same wing.
most improved athlete. He totheroad~a~stG«:'lrgetownon Team .,Oints will be talli.id for each
currently holds Qte number-four Thursday, Aprll ~0, and Dayton event and keg of beer will be
awarded to the winning team.
singles position and the number~·_ on Sa~rday, Apnl2~.
DATE: - - - - - - - - t i M E : - - - - - - - -

Greek Week

RINGDAY. SALE! · SAVE $4.50
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------------··-----------11111

two doubles spot. Bill Mooney, thej.··
number-one singles player, is also
·from St. Xavier. He earned this slot
ftAQ; _______________________________
by defeating Thomas in challenge
match. Elder High School gave the
netters Captain Stan Beck, who
plays number-three singles and
DE~:~·------~--- IIIII/AI '1.11 11111,/IT
shares number-two doubles with
Jacques. They are currently
undefeated. Also, two fonner City
Scholastic champions, Len Bocki
and Mike Montgomery are the
alternate and fifth singles,
·Till N•d For More Doctors Of
·respectively. Brocki and
Chiroprectic lslncrelling
Montgomery also share the third
double slot. Completing the squad
in the sixth singles spot is Greg
Brinker from Covington Catholic.
For information on career opportunities. within th
So far this season the team has ""hiropractic Profession fill in and mail to:Chiropracti
compiled a 4.0 record:
. reer, Hamilton County Chiropractic Association,P.O ..Box
Centre College
·11206, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45211
·
(Danville, Ky.)
3
6- "AME ••••••••••••••••.•••.••...••.•.•••..••..•.• ; ••.. ·
Roanoke College
I
-8-1
.
(Roanoke, Va.)
' "DURESS: STREET •••••
Virginia Union
(Richmond, Va.)
5-1
Marysville
CITY•••••••••
ZIP •.••••.•
(Danville, Ky.)
6-3
The season started with the defeat
COLLEGE ATTENDING •.•.••.•... Grad. Date•..•..
of
CentretheCollege,
team
followed
road to The
victory
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,.________________________

CHIROPRACTI
A Dynamic_- and
R·ewarding Career
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